
Croyard Medical Practice 
Fees for Private/Non-NHS Services 2024 
 

 
Why do GPs sometimes charge fees? 
 
GPs are not directly employed by the NHS, and are instead contracted to provide NHS service on their behalf 
to their registered patients. There may be other requested services not covered under this contract that your 
Doctor can provide for a separate fee. 
 
The below list of charges is not exhaustive and is given as a general guide. Please discuss with the practice 
receptionist if what you require isn’t listed, so it can be established for you whether your requested service is 
available from the practice.  
 
If your desired examination/certificate or other requested non-NHS service isn’t available from the practice, 
there are many other providers available privately who may be able to assist you. Please note that Croyard 
Medical Practice is not under any obligation to provide or undertake private work and activity out with the 
scope of their NHS General Medical Services contract. 
 
Please also consult the practice policy regarding private medical appointments including any related tests, 
checks and follow up, which remain the responsibility of your chosen private provider to organise and arrange. 
This may include blood tests, scans and interpretation of imaging or blood results. 
 
If you have any specific questions, the practice reception team will be able to answer your query. 

 

Certificates not requiring examination: Charge  

Letter stating factual information £25.00 

Firearms Certification – basic firearms medical certificate £80.00 

Firearms Certification – follow-up report when requested by the Police £130.00 

  Driving:  

HGV Group 2 licence/D4 Medical £110 

DVLA Blood Test (upon DVLA request) £39.00 

  Medical Reports:  

Insurance Company Medical Report £133.00*  

Third party Medical Report, e.g. for Solicitor, Occupational health, University £133.00*  

Medical Report requiring physical examination £195.00* 

  Travel:  

Holiday insurance cancellation certificate with no examination £38.00-£133.00* 

Letter listing vaccination history as held by Croyard Medical Practice £25.00 

Letter to confirm medication to take on aeroplane £25.00 

  Employment:  

Private Sick Note if required for employer etc (no examination)  £38.00  

MED3 certificate for sickness absence of less than 7 days £25.00 

  Access to Medical Records:  

Subject Access Request (copy of medical records held by Croyard Medical Practice) No charge  

  Legal:  

Power of Attorney Certificate** £75.00 

Medical Report Pro Forma for Gender Recognition £81.20  

AWI Section 47 incapacity form (when requested by a third party and a valid certificate is not 
already in place) 

£104.00 

 

*This is an indicative fee only, and if the requested report is significantly lengthy, time consuming or 
requiring additional resource, this may be increased. To ensure full transparency, the attendant fee will be 

agreed before a report is completed. 

**This is provided only in exceptional circumstances, e.g. for registered patients with a terminal diagnosis 
receiving palliative care.  

 
Please note at present there are currently no facilities for card payments to be taken. 
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